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PREMIUM GPS KIT 
TREAD GPS KIT* - 3441-555 
Includes:   GPS, Group Ride Radio module + antenna + 

cable, universal mount, power cable, and  
user guide

STANDARD GPS KIT  
TREAD GPS KIT - 3441-557 
Includes:   GPS, universal mount, power cable, 

and user guide

++
GPS INSTALL KIT - 8639-528 NEW 

'24 ZR, RIOT, M 600
«  Mounts Tread in a neutral position ahead  

of the gauge for a clear view 
«  Custom semi-rigid mount isolates screen 

from vibration and opens to access heated 
storage compartment below 

Includes:    GPS mount, power harness, antenna 
mount, and instructions

GPS INSTALL KIT - 8639-436
'18-'24 8000; '17-'24 9000; '14-'24 7000; '18-'23 
6000; '17-'19 3000 MODELS

«  Mounts Tread above the gauge for superior 
visibility from a seated riding position

«  Custom housing protects all components, 
compatible with most windshields (Excludes 
Mid Performance and Pro MTN) 

Includes:  GPS console mount, power harness, 
hardware, and instructions

GPS INSTALL KIT - 8639-435
'18-'24 8000; '17-'24 9000; '18-'23 6000 MODELS

«  Mounts Tread below the gauge for easy viewing 
from a standing riding position and protection 
from backcountry obstacles  

«  Integrated heated storage bag for goggles, 
phone, or other items  

Includes:  GPS bag, power harness, antenna mount, 
and instructions
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MOUNTAINTRAILHYBRID
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>> MOUNTAIN TRAIL >>

Get off trail with Garmin’s Tread GPS Kit, featuring a rugged design and glove-friendly touchscreen made for 
the toughest riding environments. With a preloaded topography, road, and land maps that are compatible with 
trail maps, your adventure has no limits. The Group Ride Radio features tracking for up to 20 riders –  
perfect for your Arctic Cat riding family. Pair with a compatible Bluetooth device for handsfree communication 
and enhanced features through the official Tread app. Always stay up to date via Wi-Fi with no
subscription needed.
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